GARDENING FOR
NUTRITION

This webinar will be recorded and
the link will be available.
http://ufifas.adobeconnect.com/p702k
e47vya/

Florida Agriculture in the Classroom, Inc.
■ We are a non-profit organization
■ Funded by the Ag Tag

■ Provide educational resources, workshops & grant money to teachers &
volunteers
■ “The mission of Florida Agriculture in the Classroom is to increase
agricultural literacy through K-12 education in Florida.”

Our Programs

 Teacher & Volunteer Grant Programs - http://faitc.org/grants/
 Teacher Grant (2015-16)– Over $30,000
 Volunteer Grant (2016) – Over $15,000

 Mini Garden Grants (100-$500 Mini)

 Excellence in teaching about agriculture awards

Our website – www.agtag.org or
www.faitc.org

Other Resources

Chapter Breakdown – TOC page 3-4
■ Chapter 1 – Starting Your Nutritious Garden

■ Chapter 2 – Selecting Your Nutritious School Garden
■ Chapter 3 – Importance of Your Nutritious School Garden
■ Chapter 4 – Lessons for “Seedlings” Kindergarten-Second Grade

■ Chapter 5 – Lessons for “Sprouts” Third-Fifth Grade
■ Chapter 6 – Lessons for “Plants” – Sixth-Twelfth Grade
■ Chapter 7 – Connecting the Garden to Classroom Instruction

■ Chapter 8 – Planting, Growing and Nutrition Tips
■ Chapter 9 – Florida Standards Spelled Out
■ Chapter 10 - Resources

Chapter 5 – 3rd-5th
■ A Rainbow of Nutrition
■ 1, 2, 3 Infinity
■ Garden Art
■ It’s on the Label
■ My Meal Choices
■ Nutrient Tally
■ What We Eat – Part 2
■ Salad Rap – Part 2

Rainbow of Nutrition – Pg 80
PREPARATIONS:
■ Food Family Cards
■ Gather fruits and vegetables of every color of the rainbow
■ Red, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple post its
■ Access to internet – if not available can assign as homework if option or skip this
step.

■ Copies of Nutrition in Common handout for students

Introduction
■ Brainstorm a fruit or vegetable for each color of the rainbow
■ Place the post it on the rainbow
■ On a piece of paper write down 5 vegetables you have had in the last week
■ What color is that vegetable?
■ Have you eaten at least 5 colors in the last week?

■ Would it increase if you added fruits?

Activity 1:
■ Transition from intro: We now know there are many different fruits and
vegetables of all colors of the rainbow. Now we are going to learn about
specific fruits and vegetables.
■ We start by learning about plant families because plants have families
too!

■ Put students into groups and hand them a stack of the food family
cards.
■ To begin just tell them to organize them into groups they think they
belong to.
■ Then you can give them hints:
– What commonality puts produce into their family?
– Do you look just like your family members?
– Do you always see it at first glance?
– What do the leaves look like?
– What do the flowers look like?
■ (Good stopping point)

Activity 1/2:
■ Students choose a fruit or vegetable they are interested in knowing more
about.
■ Give each student Nutrition in Common Student Handout and using the
internet have them fill it out the information for their fruit or vegetable.
■ Students also need to either create an art piece for their fruit or vegetable or
print out a picture. This is dependent on you and teacher.
■ There are also many ways to present the research information the students
looked up.

■ A suggestion is have them create a 8.5”x11” paper on their fruit and
vegetable and when they are all done they can place them around the room.

Activity 2:
■ Students can walk around the room filling out
their forms with everyone’s information. Or they
can get in front of the class and present.
■ These papers are also great for a bulletin board
rainbow of nutrition.
■ The research aspect will take up one entire day
of your presentation so you may be able to
assign them to research at home and create
their presentation in class.
■ After handout is filled out discuss the nutrients
each family has in common.
■ Discuss with students the importance of eating
a variety because each food item is not equal in
nutrient content.

1, 2, 3 Infinity? – Pg 96
PREPARATIONS:
■ Make large plant poster

■ Write the following words on large tablet paper: (post it paper works great)
– Leaves, Stems, Roots, Fruit, Seeds (Fruit), Seed Pods (Fruit), Nuts (Fruit), Tubers
(Stems), Bulbs (Leaves), Flowers
■ Print out a smaller copy of parts of plant for each student
■ You will need post it notes

Introduction
■ Review with students the parts of the plants, what each part
does and the parts that we eat.
■ Place large plant post on the wall with parts labeled. (Use this
to review)
■ Put students into groups of 3 and ask them to brainstorm as
many food (raw) items we eat or make beverages from. Give
them about 2-3 minutes.
■ Give each group 5-10 post it notes. And have them pick their
top 5-10 items on their list and write it on a post it.
■ Place large tablet paper around the room with the plant part
names on them. Have students put their post it note on the
category they think their food item belongs.

Activity 1:
■ Discus stages of plant’s life cycle
– germination, growth, reproduction,
death
■ “What do animals and people do if it gets too
cold or too hot and dry to live outdoors?”
■ “What do plants do if it freezes for long
periods of time or becomes too hot and dry
to live?”
■ Discuss what an annual is
– all stages are complete in one growing
season which is one year or less. They
only grow when conditions are right.

■ Discuss which plants from list are annuals
and place an A next to those plants.

Activity 1:
■ “We have established that we grow annuals from seed every year and
harvest the botanical fruits within a year and harvest the botanical fruits
within a year regardless if they are eaten as fruit or vegetables. But the
nutrition that we get depends on what part of the plant we actually eat.”
■ “What would the seed need to germinate – to break through the hard
seed coat, push through the soil, grow several inches, spread leaves to
reach the sun, grow a root to reach moisture and minerals?”
– Energy
■ “Where will the seedling get energy?”
– Inside seed

■ “Where inside the seed?”
– Starches and lipids
■ Dissect lima bean to show starch inside seed and crush peanut on brown
paper to show oil.
– Fats and oils – 9 calories per gram, Carbs – 4 calories per gram

Activity 1:
■ “Other than energy what will the seed need to germinate before it can start making its
own food as a small plant?”
– Protein, vitamins, and minerals to build the structure of the new plant. The seed
coat is bran and contains most of the vitamins and minerals that is why eating
whole grains is so important.
■ “Do we only consume annuals in the form of seeds?” (no)
■ “How else do we eat annuals?”
■

Before seeds are fully formed or while they are still sweet (green beans, snow peas,
sweet corn), and as fruits

■ “What is the purpose of the package that holds the seed?, Why does the plant make it?”
■

Protects seed so it can ripen and encourages animals to eat it. It also provides nutrients
and moisture to the germinating seed.

■ “What nutrients might fruit contain?”
– Carbohydrates in the form of sugars, starches and cellulose, along with vitamins
and minerals

Activity 1:
■ “Is there any other way we might eat an annual?
– Immature flowers – broccoli and cauliflower
■ The oddities – There are annuals that are not seeds,
fruits or immature flowers and they are lettuce and
spinach. Make sure to place an A next to those too.
■ Make sure you have now placed an A next to all of the
annual plants on your list.
■ End here.

Activity 2:
■ We now know what an annual is but “What is a biennial?”
■ In order for plants to survive more than one year the plant has to store food.
■ Brainstorm where plants store food.
– Leaves, roots, stems
– Stored food is mainly carbohydrates
■ Have students identify or discuss as a group which vegetables are biennials and place a B
next to them.
■ Oddity – in warmer climates (FL) cauliflower and broccoli behave as biennial because they
need cool weather to initiate blooming.

■ “Do we eat the seeds of these plants?”
– Normally no, we do use celery seed
■ “When do we pick these vegetables?”
– Before they flower and develop a seed. We harvest them at the end of the first growing
season. We actually grow biennials as annuals but harvest the vegetative storage
portion.

Activity 3:
■ “Does this mean that the rest of the items on our list are perennials?”

■ “What does that mean?”
■ “Why do you think this lesson is called 1, 2, 3 infinity?”
– 1 – annual
– 2 – biennial
– 3 – perennial
– Infinity ?
■ Have students research what the oldest living plants are on the planet, where they are,
what their climate is like and how they manage to survive so long.

■ “How do perennials survive so long?”
– Food storage, cloning themselves
■ Place a P next to the perennials on the list.

Summary:
■ “Why should we eat fruits and vegetables?”
■ “Why should we eat a variety of fruits and vegetables?”
■ “How does eating a variety affect the nutrients we get?”
■ “What are some potential problems or health conditions that could arise if you do not get
a good mixture of different fruits and vegetables?”
■ “Why is it important to eat whole grains and not just refined foods?”
■ “How will learning this information change the choices you make?”
■ Write down a specific goal about eating new fruits and vegetables – what they are going
to try, the serving size, the number of servings.

Garden Art
■ Art lesson
■ Students look at and discuss
food still life artwork, compare
and contrast
■ Students create their own
artwork.
■ Students create slogan to go
with artwork to put into
cafeteria to promote healthy
eating.

It’s on the Label
■ Learn how to read a food label.
■ Students will compare fresh, frozen and
canned food items nutritional content.
■ Students will compare serving sizes to
portion sizes by measuring and compare to
recommended caloric intake.
■ Students will learn about different caloric
needs based on sex and how active they are.

My Meal Choices – pg 123
■ Get Diary of my Meal Choices to teacher before you present this lesson and ask
her/him to allow their students time to fill it out everyday or if students have ipads or
tablets they can track this online.

Introduction:
■ Ask “What did you have for breakfast?” and instruct them to write it down.
■ Have them discuss with another student their meal choices.
■ Ask for students to share if they are comfortable.
– Were there cultural differences?
– Are any students really into exercise and their intake more?
– Did any not eat breakfast?
– You may notice differences between those with working parents, or those in
southern towns.
■ Ask students “How healthy do you think your breakfast choices were?” and “Would
there have been a better choice?”

Activity 1:
■ This is where the preparation is important.
Students need a week of tracking meals.

■ Hand a My Plate worksheet to each students
■ Have them pick a day from the week they felt
they ate the healthiest and put all their food and
drink items from that day onto their My Plate.
■ Next have them pick their worst.
■ Have students share their choices and discuss
which options they thought were the healthiest
and why.
■ Have them think about what happened on the
day they ate the worst. Did it effect what they
ate?
■ Depending on how much discussion is going on
this could take 30 minutes.

Activity 2:
■ Need internet.
■ Give each student 3 My Plates. One for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
■ Have them create a “plate” for each meal (try to
include school garden fruits and vegetables) they
would eat but is also healthy.

■ Have them go to www.choosemyplate.org and find
out for their age and activity how many servings of
each they need.
■ Take their 3 meals and calculate how much of
each item they will need to eat their recommended
daily intake.
■ It can get confusing and difficult but there are
apps now that do this for us!
■ Talk portions vs servings.

Activity 3:
■ Discuss food web and producers and consumers.

Nutrient Tally
■ This lesson is very content heavy and
best for teachers to complete daily.
■ Students learn about the nutrient
value of fruits and vegetables.
■ Starts students thinking about why its
important to think about what foods
they take in.
■ Students will research and learn
about vitamins and minerals.
■ Students will “compete” to create the
most nutrient rich garden.

What We Eat – Part 2 – Pg 123
PREPARATIONS:
■ Make copies of page 151 What We Eat 1
■ Make large Plant Parts Poster

Introduction/Background
■ Ask teacher background knowledge on plant parts and their functions. If students understand
these things they will review in activity one and this part can be skipped.
■ This lesson goes into plant parts and their nutritional values. Students will need to understand
basic plant physiology to really grasp some concepts.
■ Discuss seeds. What are the parts? What is germination? (This part can be done later on in
lesson also)

Activity 1:
■ Read Tops and Bottoms
– What difference would it have made if
bear knew more about the plants in the
garden?
■ YouTube link for Tops and Bottoms
■ PDF for activity

Activity 1:
■ What do the leaves of the plant do?

■ What do the stem of the plant do?
■ What do the flowers of the plant do?
■ What do the roots of the plant do?
■ Why is food storage so important for
plants?
– Dormancy
– Survive drought periods
– Produce offspring
– Human’s Food
■ If you do Tops and Bottoms activity this will
probably end 30 minutes.

Activity 1:
■ Now that you have discussed that plants have
parts discuss fruits and vegetables.
■ Name fruits and vegetables and put them all on
one list.
■ Explain to students how to determine what is a
fruit and what is a vegetable.

■ Once students have done this put up a T Chart
with fruits on one side and vegetables on the
other. Have students share what items goes into
the fruit category.
■ Hand each students a What We Eat 1 handout
and ask them to put all the vegetables listed on
the list into a category. Reassure them it is ok if
they are not correct, you will fix.
■ Next do the vegetables – label part

Activity 2:
■ Use a nut in a shell to discuss germination and nutrients
– Would it be easier or harder for a pecan to germinate than a pea?
– Why?
– What does that mean for humans?
■ Break open a pecan (or hard nut), place between two paper towels and roll
with a rolling pin or mallet?
– What is on paper towels?
■ Seeds have oil and energy but they also have starch!
■ Use flour paste to discuss other seed nutrients – gluten
■ Ask “Now we know that seeds contain oils, starches and protein, how many
seeds or foods from the seeds can we name?”
■ Discuss where they fit into My Plate.

Activity 3:
■ What nutritional value does it have and where does it all fit on MyPlate?
■ Print out page 149 Parts of the Plant and give to students.
■ Discuss nutrition of each part:
– Vegetative parts (leaves, stems, petiole, immature flowers) – contain fiber, water,
vitamins and minerals
– Storage structure (roots, modified stems, modified leaves) – contain
carbohydrates, vitamins and mineral
■ At this point you can assign students to research certain vegetables to get the exact
nutritional value or if you have done this in another lesson have them tie it back.

Salad Rap – Part 2 – pg 155

Activity 1:
■ This lesson starts out with having students think of rhyming items and action words:
see-me, train-rain, etc. and hop, walk, dance, etc.
■ Look around the room and just call out words and have students come up with
rhyming words.
■ Now ask students to give you actions words.
■ Students will be creating their own rap/chant and dance to go with it.
■ Everybody up!

Our Garden Needs Rain – Movement Practice
■ Sun = arms creating a circle over their heads
■ Silent scream = mouth open, eyes wide, hands on face, NO SOUND
■ Light raindrop sprinkling = lightly drum fingertips on desks or tables
■ Raindrop patter = fingertips drum more loudly on desks or tables

■ Heavy rain = Palms lightly hitting tables or desks.
■ Downpour rain like a cloudburst = stomping feet
■ Rain slowing = Palms lightly hitting tables or desks.
■ Slowing further = fingertips drum more loudly on desks or tables
■ Back to a sprinkle = lightly drum fingertips on desks or tables
■ Sun peeking out = Looking up for the sun
■ Sun shining = arms creating a circle over their heads

■ Proud of the garden = Arms spread widely upward, smiling faces.

Our Garden Needs Rain
■

Our garden needs rain,

■

it’s dry outside. (Sun motion with arms encircling heads)

■

The sun is shining,

■

our plants are fried! (Silent scream motion)

■

Please come rain,

■

we need you so.

■

The pitter patter,

■

little drops you know. (Finger drum lightly on desks or tables)

■

It sprinkles lightly,

■

let’s hear it fall.

■

The soil is ready,

■

to have it all.

■

It’s raining steady,

■

heavier now.

■

I hear thunder

■

Oh gee! Oh wow! (Drop a heavy book or make a crashing sound)

(Fingers drum more loudly)

(Palms lightly hitting tables or desks.)

Our Garden Needs Rain – cont.
■

We’re in for a downpour,

■

that’s not so good. (Stomping feet)

■

Our plants can’t take it,

■

They’re in the mud.

■

It is passing over. (Palms lightly hitting tables or desks.)

■

The rain is flowing. (Fingers drum loudly)

■

I’m glad we see,

■

that water is slowing. (Finger drum lightly on desks or tables)

■

The storm is passing,

■

the clouds will thin.

■

I think I see,

■

sun peeking in. (Cease drumming and take a peek upward)

■

The sun is shining, ((Sun motion with arms encircling heads)

■

our plants are fine.

■

I’m proud to say,

■

this garden is mine! (Stand with arms stretched widely upward as far as they can reach)

Activity 2:
■ Brainstorm words about the school garden:
– Feeling
– Colors
– Smells
– Things they see
– Etc.
■ Place rhyming words next to brainstormed words
■ Put students into groups of two to four
■ Using words create a rap/chant/poem about the garden with a salad focus, have
them title it “Salad Rap”.
■ You can also do this as a group but you will have fewer students participating.
■ This will probably be the end of 30 minutes. They can continue to work on their
writing so that it is complete next time you come in.

Activity 3:
■ Have students share their chants/raps/poems

■ Brainstorm physical actions the students like the most and write them on the board.
■ Add some of these motions or dance moves to the rap/chant that they have created.
■ To get students started have them read over the sample Salad Rap and use the
Salad Rap Student Handout to create movement for that rap before creating their
own.

Contact Us:
■ On the Web: www.agtag.org or http://faitc.org/

■ By Phone: 352-846-1391
■ By e-mail:
– Company: faitc@ifas.ufl.edu
– Becky Sponholtz: sponholtz@ufl.edu
■ Or visit us at:
– Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/FloridaAgintheClassroom
– Twitter: https://twitter.com/FAITC

